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Not On My Patch Lad More Tales Of A Yorkshire Bobby
Novel based on Pirates and buried gold of Treasure Island (Imaginary place).
A true-life Heartbeat for the twenty-first century. Yorkshireman Mike Pannett has just
taken up a new posting as a local bobby in rural North Yorkshire. It's quite a change
from the Met, where he dealt with riots on the capital's streets and drug gangs in
Battersea, and found out what it was like to stare down the wrong end of a sawn-off
shotgun. Now, instead of hunting down knife-wielding muggers, he's chasing runaway
bullocks, holding up the Last Night of the Proms traffic to escort a lost mole across the
road and combing the countryside for the villains who stole the Colonel's balls. Mike's
first year on his new patch is told in seventeen chapters which interweave his
escapades on the beat month by month together with his growing knowledge of a
landscape that changes with the seasons and some snapshots from his off-duty life.
Here is a wonderfully entertaining celebration of North Yorkshire, its breathtaking
scenery and wide variety of characters and communities.
Not on My Patch Lad - SsNot on My Patch, Lad
When evil robots make Bryce's legs hurt, his worried parents drive him to the hospital.
There Doctor Happy sticks him with needles and tells him he has to stay for 10 days!
Bryce's father explains to him that some of the needles are filled with fierce Ninjas, who
will use their swords and nunchuks to kill the bad robots. Bryce can feel the battle
raging inside him. But before very long the Ninjas are winning. Bryce feels good again.
He can go to school, play hard, tease his baby brother and roughhouse like any other
four-year-old goofball. Bryce knows there might be some robots still hiding in his blood,
though. So for a while Doctor Happy will have to send in more tough Ninjas to help
Bryce fight until every last robot is dead.
A delightful, heart-warming story about a perky pumpkin who just wants to fit in this
Halloween. Halloween is approaching and it's time for the kids to pick out their
pumpkins. The pumpkins have been looking forward to this all year, and are excited to
meet their new owners. But when everyone is being chosen, there is one pumpkin who
feels left out. He is the smiliest and happiest pumpkin of them all, but of course nobody
wants a happy pumpkin on the scariest, spookiest night of the year! Will this little
pumpkin find a home in time for Halloween? Adults and children will love to read aloud
and follow the story of this perky pumpkin as he hopes to find the perfect family. With
adorable and colorful illustrations, The Happy Pumpkin will make a wonderful addition
to any Halloween-lover's bookshelf while teaching little ones an important life lesson
about not judging others based on what they look like.
Policing rural Yorkshire is a far cry from Mike Pannett's old job hunting down drug
gangs and knife crime in Central London. Settled back in his native Yorkshire, the
former Metropolitan Policeman finds that life as a rural beat bobby is no picnic. After a
crazed swordsman threatens to take his head off, he finds himself confronting a knifewielding couple bent on carving each other up. When a stag night turns ugly he ends up
with the groom, the best man and the bride-to-be all banged up in the cells -- and the
wedding just hours away. With record-breaking floods and politicians to escort, will Mike
find time woo the woman of his dreams? For fans of Gervase Phinn and James Herriot.
An inspirational and instructional Bible lesson about the life of Joseph the son of Jacob.
This story is about the shaping of God's people and the developing of forgiveness,
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generosity, love, understanding, and leadership. Joseph, a type of Savior, sadly, but out
of necessity, had to experience the full consequences of hatred and rejection from his
jealous and cruel brothers.When Joseph saw the ten foreigners he recognized them
instantly; a déjà-vu experience poignantly confronted him. Emotions engulfed his being
as the profound dreams he had had as a young lad flooded back into his memory. The
brothers didn't recognize him because in their minds Joseph existed only as a deep
repressed memory. So Joseph kept his identity quiet and spoke officiously and
suspiciously to them.
For a young Mike Pannett, growing up in North Yorkshire in the late 1960s and early '70s was
a dream come true. They really were the good old days. The summer holidays lasted forever
and the sun always seemed to shine. Given a fishing rod, a bottle of pop and a jam sandwich,
a lad could wander as far as his bike would take him, and the countryside was one big
adventure playground. Like many a boy, however, Mike learns things the hard way. A bike ride
lands him in A&E and a fishing trip almost ends with a shipwreck. Mike¿s a likely lad and these
are his tales.
When the woman he has loved for years come to him for help in rescuing her brother from the
hands of the English, Thomas MacGowan, a man-at-arms in Edward Bruce's army, vows to
prove to Elizabeth Douglas that he is worthy of her hand.
Mike Pannett used to work the beat in Central London - tackling drugs and knife crime - so
when he moved back to Yorkshire he was hoping for a quieter life. But it seems the moors and
villages of his native county aren't as sleepy as he once thought.
Fresh from Los Angeles, Mrs Pearl Collingwood and her daughter Rona arrive in the frenzied
no-man's-land of Heathrow airport: from the nearby village of Bedmansworth, Edward
Richardson jets in and out of it faster than his marriage can tolerate. Yet precisely where
village and airport overlap, there exists a world bubbling with intrigues and assignations, with
wit, pathos and excitement, that all readers of Leslie Thomas will recognize as his alone.
The Rough Guide to Yorkshire was the first comprehensive guidebook to England's largest
county. Detailed coverage of the ruggedly beautiful Dales and Moors, the magnificent North
Sea coast and historic York rubs shoulders with penetrating insights into the multi-cultural
cities of Leeds and Sheffield, the resurgent port of Hull, and the many industrial conurbations,
market towns and rural villages in between. Take your pick of great stately homes to visit, of
cathedrals and churches and monastic ruins, of steam railways and seaside resorts, of worldclass historical and industrial museums, of hotels and places where you can consume good
Yorkshire food and ale. Full-colour sections cover Yorkshire's varied landscape and worldfamous writers and artists. Whether you're on holiday, on business, visiting family and friends
or just passing through - even if you've lived in Yorkshire all your life - The Rough Guide to
Yorkshire will ensure that you don't miss a thing. Make the most of your time on EarthTM with
The Rough Guide to Yorkshire.
Mike Pannett, once of the Metropolitan Police, is back in Yorkshire, policing one of the largest
rural beats in England. Mike is called to investigate a series of burglaries, which are sending
shock waves through the area. Remote farmhouses appear to be the targets, which stretches
Mike's small team to the limits. Then, as winter sets in, two dogs are found running loose Mike fears the owner has gone missing in the dreadful weather and is forced to call on a fullscale search. Throw in a night-time operation in an empty museum, and the harrowing
business of taking three children into care against their mother's wishes, and it's quite a caseload for the author of Now Then, Lad, You're Coming With Me, Lad, Not On My Patch, Lad and
Just the Job, Lad.
Come join the amazing journey! Life has not been easy for Pella Sparpoint in the City of
Jewels. Trapped in a land of stone, ice and strict religious custom on a world that has never
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seen the sun, all this simple tavern boy and outcast desires is to keep a low profile and honor a
decade-old oath to his missing father. But forces are at work that will destroy Pella's modest
dreams. When a dispute erupts with the powerful Crystal Guild over a small strip of land, he is
catapulted into a battle for his own survival - and for the survival of his entire race. One
thousand years have passed since the destruction of civilization on Annaber. All that remains
from that ancient time are secrets, riddles, political intrigue and a mysterious madness that
threatens to plunge the kingdom into a civil war. As his icy world begins to warm, a handful of
cryptic verses called "The Keys" warn of a horrific danger that is approaching and point the
way to survival. Before Pella can decipher these clues and protect those he cares about, he
must first give up everything he holds dear and fulfill his destiny. But Pella cares little about his
destiny. He has problems enough just trying to survive while avoiding the schemes of the
powerful political forces that would use him. Besides, he has plans of his own and is growing
increasingly tired of being pushed against his will - no matter that one of the ones doing the
pushing is a God.

Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper town.
From the bestselling author of The Fault in our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has always
loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff of legend
at their high school. So when she one day climbs through his window and summons
him on an all-night road trip of revenge he cannot help but follow. But the next day
Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is still missing. Q soon learns that
there are clues in her disappearance . . . and they are for him. But as he gets deeper
into the mystery - culminating in another awesome road trip across America - he
becomes less sure of who and what he is looking for. Masterfully written by John
Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious coming-of-age story.
There are times when some things must be done by the pastor. Why? Because there is
no one else to do them. Dr. Lawrence Hudson, an eager, young pastor, gladly bears
this responsibility as he embarks on his first duties at the Church of the Redeemer in
the small town of Roy, Tennessee. The year is 1947, and this is the first church
appointment for this bright, dedicated man of God. With grand ambitions and a deep
desire to please the Lord, Dr. Hudson is attentive to the needs of his parishioners, no
matter the place or the hour, and seems to have sermons ready at the drop of a hat. He
soon becomes famous for his front porch sermons and fireside sermons, which he
gives to those who stop by his home for counsel and spiritual advice. Although he
quickly proves himself to be wise beyond his years, Dr. Hudson still has many lessons
to learn as he sets about tending his new flock. Perhaps even more difficult, he, like all
humans, must face his own failures and mistakes. For he has a ghost in his past which
is not easily forgotten-a lost love which he may never recover. Wrestling with his own
heartache, loneliness, and regret, he focuses on the needs of others in order to fill the
void in his own life. Only his closest friend and housekeeper, Mrs. Ward, knows of his
inner struggle-one, it seems, only God can heal. My Patch of Heaven is a story of hope,
faithfulness, and triumph as a pastor and his flock ever reach for that higher calling.
At the gullible age of under thirteen, Adnan decides it was time to start a journey. He
feels restless and it bothers him no end. Whatever he has been thirsting for, he's ready,
he thinks. He is gutsy, no doubt, both in mind and spirit. One day, toughened by
inherent courage and determination, he runs away, unsure where he's heading, yet he
continues. He knows his family will move heaven and earth to trace his whereabouts,
but no one will find him. A twist of fate, however, intervened. He was back home after
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months of bizarre wandering, without his predilection. All his boyish dreams end there,
he thinks, but he was wrong. In 2005, his real journey begins, a real one, not the
fanciful ones he had experienced, he thought extraordinary. He thinks he'll find the
answers to his long time reveries by braving the odds and undermining the fears in a
faraway land like Afghanistan.
"Georgette Heyer is unbeatable!" -SUNDAY TELEGRAPH For her, he would do
anything... Plainspoken country gentleman Philip Jettan won't bother with a powdered
wig, high heels, and fashionable lace cuffs, until he discovers that his lovely neighbor is
enamored with a sophisticated man-about-town... But what is it that she really wants?
Cleone Charteris sends her suitor Philip away to get some town polish, and he comes
back with powder, patches, and all the manners of a seasoned rake. Does Cleone now
have exactly the kind of man she's always wanted, or was her insistence on Philip's
remarkable transformation a terrible mistake? What readers say: "Charming, charming,
charming. And highly readable!" "Witty dialogue and well-developed storylines-even
Jane Austen could do no better." "Scintillating and very human love story by an author
of exceptional talents." "Ms Heyer's effervescent wit and obvious ability to tell a good
and humorous story is already evident, making Powder and Patch an enjoyable and
worthwhile read." "This story sparkles with witty dialogue and wonderful descriptions of
costumes and festivities of the 1700s. I re-read it at least once a year and I enjoy it as
much as the first time, again and again!"
Recounts the heroic and adventurous life of a thoroughbred collie who is devoted to his
Sunnybank master and mistress.
"Mike Pannett takes us on a personal photographic tour of his home country of
YOrkshire, as he guides us round the real-life places depicted in his bestselling books.
As Mike revisits those favourite places from his past which hold special memories for
him, the gorgeous Yorkshire countryside come sto life through the stunning photos and
warmhearted words from Mike himself." --Back cover.
A BuzzFeed "Best Book of June 2021" From sixteen-year-old Dara McAnulty, a globally
renowned figure in the youth climate activist movement, comes a memoir about loving
the natural world and fighting to save it. Diary of a Young Naturalist chronicles the
turning of a year in Dara’s Northern Ireland home patch. Beginning in spring—when
“the sparrows dig the moss from the guttering and the air is as puffed out as the
robin’s chest”—these diary entries about his connection to wildlife and the way he sees
the world are vivid, evocative, and moving. As well as Dara’s intense connection to the
natural world, Diary of a Young Naturalist captures his perspective as a teenager
juggling exams, friendships, and a life of campaigning. We see his close-knit family, the
disruptions of moving and changing schools, and the complexities of living with autism.
“In writing this book,” writes Dara, “I have experienced challenges but also felt
incredible joy, wonder, curiosity and excitement. In sharing this journey my hope is that
people of all generations will not only understand autism a little more but also
appreciate a child’s eye view on our delicate and changing biosphere.” Winner of the
Wainwright Prize for UK nature writing and already sold into more than a dozen
territories, Diary of a Young Naturalist is a triumphant debut from an important new
voice.
Amy Lennox doesn't know quite what to expect when she and her mother pick up and
leave Germany for Scotland, heading to her mother's childhood home of Lennox House
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on the island of Stormsay. Amy's grandmother, Lady Mairead, insists that Amy must
read while she resides at Lennox House—but not in the usual way. It turns out that Amy
is a book jumper, able to leap into a story and interact with the world inside. As thrilling
as Amy's new power is, it also brings danger: someone is stealing from the books she
visits, and that person may be after her life. Teaming up with fellow book jumper Will,
Amy vows to get to the bottom of the thefts—at whatever cost.
The unapologetic, laugh-your-ass-off military memoir both vets and civilians have been
waiting for, from a five-tour Army Ranger turned YouTube phenomenon and zealous
advocate for veterans--this is Deadpool meets Captain America, except one went to
business school and one went to therapy, and it's anyone's guess which is which.hich.
Strange Matters is a collection of tales of fantasy, myth and magic. Some are funny,
some are dark, some are both. Some are set in our world, with the skin peeled back to
reveal the magical mechanisms beneath. Some are set in fantasy worlds, where
instead it’s the reflections of reality which are hidden. All contain matters best
described as ‘strange’, because to me, strange matters. This book includes twenty
pieces of poetry and fiction (some with mature themes), including: Wordsmith Kate’s
night is interrupted by meeting a mute, half-naked Ethiopian boy, which would be fine if
he wasn’t being hunted through the streets of London by hyenas. Torc When a group
of bikers get lost in a forest, they find that they are not alone. The Firebird Ekaterina
wants to be taken seriously by the men of her village, so she sets out to hunt the
greatest prey of all… the legendary Firebird. Arcturus A nameless criminal explores his
capacity for magic- and empathy- when he’s forced to make unusual acquaintances to
escape justice. It Wants To Eat Me The diary entries of a teenage girl who finds an
unusual and unwelcome intruder in her dreams. British Gods Two strange figures watch
the violence of the London riots unfold and do what they can to help, as only forgotten
gods can. Nine Having just died, Andy’s not pleased to find himself in the ancient
Egyptian afterlife, where the goddess Bastet wants a word with him. Strange Matters is
a journey through many facets of fantasy, all united by a fresh, modern eye for incisive
storytelling and magical realism.
"A tale of fun and fear, and love and beer." "Joy and pain, and sunshine and rain." The
Market Lads And Me is a humorous story of gritty realism and a fond recollections of a
week in the 1980's in the life of an ordinary everyday working-class barrow boy
employed on a wholesale fruit & vegetable market in Wigan, near Liverpool, England.
Authors Note: The Market Lads and Me is my fond recollections and happy memories
of a week in my life in the early 1980's working at Wigan wholesale fruit and vegetable
market. The writing is based on real people, real lives and real events....with a little
Tomfoolery! Full of gritty and witty northern patter. A shoot from the hip story about a
week in the life of an eighties teenager, All reviews accepted with thanks. Five stars:
Full of gritty and witty northern patter, thoroughly enjoyed the book. Five stars: This is a
shoot from the hip story about a week in the life of an eighties teenager, thoroughly
enjoyed the read. Five Stars: Fantastic book, a must read 10/10. Five stars: Good read,
worth a look.
M. R. James was a prolific and hugely successful author, now credited with having
redefined the ghost story for the 20th century by abandoning many of the formal Gothic
clichés of his predecessors and using more realistic contemporary settings. Originally
published in 1904, 'Oh, Whistle, and I'll Come to you, My Lad' ranks amongst his best
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and most underrated tales. Many of the earliest ghost stories and tales of hauntings,
particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in affordable, high
quality, modern editions, using the original text and artwork.
It's 2017 and the End Days are coming, beings that were once human gathering to fight
in one last great war for control of the Vellum - the vast realm of eternity on which our
world is just a scratch. But to a draft-dodging Irish angel and a trailer-trash tomboy
called Phreedom, it's about to become brutally clear that there's no great divine or
diabolic plan at play here, just a vicious battle between the hawks of Heaven and Hell,
with humanity stuck in the middle, and where the easy rhetoric of Good and Evil, Order
versus Chaos just doesn't apply. Here there are no heroes, no darlings of destiny
struggling to save the day, and there are no villains, no dark lords of evil out to destroy
the world. Or at least if there are, it's not quite clear which is which. Here, the most
ancient gods and the most modern humans are equally fate's fools, victims of their own
hubris, struggling to save their own skins, their own souls, but sometimes . . . just
sometimes . . . sacrificing everything in the name of humanity. "Vellum is a mindblowing read that's genuinely like nothing you've ever read before. . . The imaginary
worlds that he dreams up are stunning. . . Vellum has expanded fantasy's limits like
nothing published in years." SFX
A memoir about the recovery from alcoholism, habitual drug use and mental illness,
from broadcaster, and co-founder and editor of The Quietus website, John Doran. Jolly
Lad is a memoir about the recovery from alcoholism, habitual drug use and mental
illness. It is also about the healing power of music, how memory defines us, the
redemption offered by fatherhood and what it means to be working class. “This is not a
'my drink and drug hell' kind of book for several reasons—the main one being that I had,
for the most part, had a really good time drinking. True, a handful of pretty appalling
things have happened to me and some people that I know or used to know over the
years. But I have, for the most part, left them out of this book as they are not
illuminating, not edifying and in some cases concern other people who aren't here to
consent to their appearance. Instead this book concentrates on what you face after the
drink and the drugs have gone.” Jolly Lad is about gentrification; being diagnosed
bipolar; attending Alcoholics Anonymous; living in a block of flats on a housing estate in
London; the psychological damage done by psychedelic drugs; depression; DJing;
factory work; friendship; growing old; hallucinations; street violence and obsessive
behaviour—especially regarding music and art.
You will be born a male your mother will be impregnated with you because of a rape. You will
be born with hands that look like claws. Traded to a complete stranger by his mother, for a few
bottles of whiskey, Lob, The Lobster Boy, is whisked away to London to be studied along side
Joseph Merrick, The Elephant man. Once in London, things take a deadly turn and Lob will
have to make a deal with Jack the Ripper just to stay alive. From here on out, Lobs life will be
filled with danger, intrigue, love, and astounding loss. This is the story of a boy who doesnt
want his malformation, lobster claw syndrome, to define who he is as he becomes a man. But
the more he tries to separate himself from his past and his condition the more Lob realizes that
his life is A Tale Of Two Claws.
Reproduction of the original: The Lonely Island by R.M Ballantyne
Harry Patch, born June 17, 1898, was the last British soldier alive to have fought in the
trenches of the First World War. From his vivid memories of an Edwardian childhood, the
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horror of the Great War and fighting in the mud during the Battle of Passchendaele, working on
the home front in the Second World War, and fame in later life as a veteran, The Last Fighting
Tommy is the story of an ordinary man's extraordinary life.
Patch, Chloe, and the other souls of the Terrabite, known as the Gulch Cemetery, only want
one thing. They must retrieve their hearts from the evil entity that has captured their beating
organ. They need their hearts to once again celebrate Halloween, their favorite holiday, even
though they are dead-dead. What is a Terrabite you ask? Well that will be revealed in the
pages of this tale. Arterial A. Flow, the resident evil one, keeps his captured hearts close and
wants you to remember that there are more than two places you can go when you die and
every Halloween needs a pickle.
The novel takes place in the heart of Silicon Valley, where materialism thrives and acquisition
is the heartbeat of the community. It opens with Katie LaFont preparing for her first
appointment with a world renowned psychiatrist from Stanford University. After reluctantly
agreeing to seek help she takes a step back and wonders how her life became an intractable
mess. She questions what is missing as she takes one more inventory of her existence:
devoted husband; beautiful kids; a successful business of her own; fine art; luxury cars;
jewelry; and designer clothing. After checking off the final item on her list, her dream home,
she finds herself at the precipice of losing it all. Shortly after moving in, a growing numbness
leads her to revaluate her own obsession with accumulation, wondering if this is all life has to
offer. Katie begins to limp through the life she spent so much effort to create only to discover
that it might be a faade.
Tanyana has chosen to help the Keeper, to stand against the Puppet Men, but has she bitten
off more than she can chew? File Under: Science Fiction [Parasite | Make Monsters | Hidden
Strings | Needs of the Many] From the Paperback edition.
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